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Abstract


The influence of shading on the incidence and development of *P. leucotricha* was examined at the locality of Belgrade, during 2008 and 2009. Investigation was carried out on two-year old apple nursery trees, cultivar Idared, sensitive to causal agent of apple powdery mildew. The experiment included three variants, two with different conditions of reduced light (24h and 48h shading, with 24h in the natural photoperiod) and the third variant, which included the cultivation of plants in natural photoperiod, without shading. Reduced light conditions were achieved by growing the plants under wooden experimental boxes. The boxes provided minimum differences in air temperature and RH values, inside and outside them. Inoculum was provided from two trees that were close to the experimental boxes, and the infection was carried out by direct application of conidia from infected young shoots and naturally, during growing period.

Four assessments were made, three during shading period and one after removal of the experimental boxes. In both years of investigation, the highest intensity of infection was manifested in the first variant (48h shading, 24h natural photoperiod), (14.0 - 100%), slightly lower in the second (24h shading, 24h natural photoperiod), (12.7 – 93.5%) and the lowest in variant of normal photoperiod, (0.1 - 16.6%). In shading variants, intensity of infection was rapidly increasing from the first to the third assessment, while in the fourth assessment, after the removal of boxes, it significantly decreased. The results of these studies indicate that light intensity significantly affects the appearance and development of *P. leucotricha*, and that apple powdery mildew develops intensively in the shade environmental conditions.
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Introduction

*Podosphaera leucotricha* (Ell. and Ev.) is the causal agent of apple powdery mildew, one of commercially the most important fungal diseases in apple. Its occurrence is rather regular and, in susceptible cultivars (Jonatan, Idared), it causes leaf necrosis and drying, decelerates growth and
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reduces the formation of buds. Apple powdery mildew is spread in all apple-growing regions throughout the world (Butt et al., 1983; Yoder and Hickey, 1983). The disease also occurs regularly in Serbia, especially because of the great presence of susceptible Idared cultivar and favorable agro-ecological conditions. In years favorable for its growth, \textit{P. leucotricha} can cause significant economic losses (Vojvodić, 1964; Miletić, 1999).

The occurrence and development of apple powdery mildew is influenced by several factors, and the most important are: cultivar’s susceptibility, plant defensive mechanism, as well as various abiotic factors (temperature, relative air humidity and light). Although each of them can significantly influence the occurrence intensity of apple powdery mildew, it is still not clear which of them is the most important at a particular moment. Besides that, abiotic factors can influence the disease development in two ways – through the pathogen (fungus) and through a host plant. Because of that, in natural conditions it is very difficult to determine if abiotic factors have more important influence to the fungus or to the host plant (Miletić, 1999).

Temperature can greatly influence the occurrence and growth of \textit{P. leucotricha}. The pathogen grows within temperature range of 10-25°C (opt. 19-22°C), (Yoder and Hickey, 1983). Minimal temperature for sporulation and dispersion of spores is 12°C (Stephan, 1988), while the germination of its conidia is very poor above 32°C (Molnar, 1971). Temperature conditions for the growth of other powdery mildew causal agents are similar (Xu, 1996).

Prevailing opinion is that the most favourable relative air humidity (RH) for the growth of powdery mildew causal agents is between 50 and 99%, depending on the species. Optimal air RH for the growth of \textit{P. leucotricha} is 90% (Butt, 1995).

The intensity of light could be the possible dominant factor in the occurrence and growth of powdery mildew causal agent. Like other abiotic factors, light can affect both the pathogen and the host plant. In natural conditions, it is difficult to distinguish between these two effects, especially if we take into account that apple powdery mildew causal agent, like all other Erysiphaceae family members, is an obligate parasite which cannot be grown on artificial media. Two groups of authors have opposite opinions on the influence of light to the growth of powdery mildew causal agents. Results of many investigations show that increasing of light intensity causes greater formation and better germination of the conidia (Stephan, 1988; Xu et al., 1995; Jacob et al., 2008; Meislerova and Lebeda, 2010), although, in sunny days, a large number of conidia formed in sunny days may be destroyed by UV rays and reducing the infective potential of the pathogen (Willocqet et al., 1996). Contrary to that, in the conditions of reduced light the formation of conidia is also reduced, and even inhibited in total dark (Meislerova and Lebeda, 2010). From these facts, one group of authors draw the conclusion that powdery mildew causal agents grow more intensively in the conditions of increased light intensity. However, taking both the plant and the pathogen into consideration, and especially their interaction, the results of many other authors show that powdery mildew is, primarily, the disease “of reduced light” (Cimanowski et al., 1975; Aust and Hans-Jürgen, 1986; Edwards, 1993; Zahavi, 2003). In their investigations, Schnathorst (1965), Leibovich et al. (1996), Austin (2010) and Austin et al. (2011) concluded that shading was very favorable for the growth of powdery mildew causal agents. The question, which remains open, is if powdery mildew causal agents grow better in shading conditions because of lower temperatures and higher relative humidity, or because of the increased plant susceptibility.

The objective of this investigation was to examine the influence of shading on the occurrence and growth of \textit{P. leucotricha} in nursery apple trees of susceptible Idared cultivar, in natural conditions. The results could contribute to better under-
standing of *P. leucotricha* occurrence and growth, which could make the control of this commercially important pathogen more efficient.

**Material and Methods**

**Experimental design:** In order to determine the influence of light (shading) on the occurrence and growth of *P. leucotricha* in natural conditions, a trial was set at the locality of Belgrade, in 2008 and 2009. The trial was carried out on two-year old apple nursery trees of Idared cultivar (rootstock M9), which is naturally highly susceptible to *P. leucotricha*. The trial consisted of three variants of investigation: two in different shading conditions, while in the third variant nursery trees were grown in natural photoperiod (full sunlight), without shading. Nursery trees for all three variants were planted on March 13, 2008 and on March 16, 2009 (the first and the second year of investigation). Those examined in the first two investigation variants were grown in plots under wooden experimental boxes of 2x2m in base and 2m high. The boxes were placed on legs 30cm above the ground, in order to provide free air flow and to reduce temperature and RH differences between their inside and outer environment (where nursery trees were grown in the variant of natural photoperiod). Within plots, nursery trees were planted in six rows at the distance of 30cm (30x30cm), so there were 36 nursery trees under each box, i.e. in each shaded experimental plot (6 rows x 6 nursery trees = 36 nursery trees). Trees grown in the variant of natural photoperiod were planted in plots at the same distance, so each investigation variant of the trial included a total of 144 nursery trees (36 nursery trees x 4 replications = 144 nursery trees). Within the trial field, experimental plots were arranged according to the model of full randomized block system in four replications, in accordance to the instructions of the method PP 1/152 (2) (EPPO, 1997). Distance between each plot was one me-

...ter, which provided enough space for necessary operations.

All nursery trees within the experimental field were nursed equally, using usual agro-technical measures, which included optimal soil nutrition and irrigation. Chemical control included pesticides, which do not affect powdery mildew causal agents, so that they could not influence the results of the investigation. Insecticide acetamiprid was used for the control of aphides, as well as fungicide captan, for the control of the pathogen *Venturia inaequalis*. Weeds were regularly removed using mechanical measures.

**Investigation variants:** The trial included three variants of investigation. In experimental plots of the first variant, trees were covered for 48 hours, followed by 24 hours of normal photoperiod. In experimental plots of the second variant, nursery trees were covered with experimental boxes for 24 hours, every other day (24h of shading followed by 24h of normal photoperiod). In experimental plots of the third variant, trees were grown in the conditions of normal photoperiod (without shading), and they were used as a control. In both years of investigation, periodical shading was carried out during the period of about six weeks (15/05/2008 – 01/07/2008 and 18/05/2009 – 01/07/2009). After that, experimental boxes were removed and trees were grown without shading.

**Source of inoculum and inoculation:** About 10m far from the trial field, there were two 16-year old apple trees of Idared cultivar, which served as the source of *P. leucotricha* inoculum. They had a high level of natural primary infection with *P. leucotricha*, with more than 100 young infected shoots at the beginning of vegetation. On each of the three consecutive days before the first covering of nursering trees with experimental boxes, artificial inoculations were carried out by shaking conidia from the fresh infected shoots (three times for three days). Application of conidia was performed evenly onto all nursery trees within the
trial field, including all control trees. Because the infected trees were in close vicinity to the experimental trees, they were also exposed to spontaneous natural infection.

**Trial assessment:** The occurrence and growth of *P. leucotricha* were monitored daily during vegetation, through secondary infections. The intensity of secondary infections was assessed four times in each year of the trial, on three fully developed top leaves (on 01/06, 14/06, 30/06 and 08/08 in 2008, and on 03/06, 13/06, 28/06 and 09/08 in 2009). The infection intensity was assessed according to methods of Butt (1978) and OEPP (1984), and it was calculated using Towsend and Heuberger formula (Juhasova, 2004). Statistical analysis was performed using Duncan and LSD tests (Duncan, 1975). Each year, three assessments were performed in the period when the trees from the first and second investigation variants were shaded, and one was performed about a month after shading was over.

**Results and Discussion**

The influence of light intensity on the occurrence and growth of *P. leucotricha* in apple nursery trees was investigated in 2008 and 2009. The trial was carried out under favourable weather conditions for the occurrence and growth of this pathogen. In both years of investigation, limiting temperatures for the growth of this pathogen were not recorded (below 10°C and above 32°C) and the average relative air humidity (RH) was over 50%. In addition, in both years of investigation, there were no significant fluctuations of temperature and RH values between the inside and outside of the experimental wooden boxes, which provided the objectivity of the results. The first symptoms appeared on infected experimental nursery trees 7-10 days after the period of artificial inoculations.

In the first year of the trial (2008), the highest average intensity of the infection was recorded in the plots of the first investigation variant (48h of shading / 24h of normal photoperiod), ranging from 14.0 to 97.2%. It was slightly lower in the plots of the second variant (24h of shading / 24h of normal photoperiod), ranging from 12.7 to 91.0%, and by far the lowest in the control plots of the third variant (normal photoperiod), ranging from 0.1 to 10.7%. Within the first investigation variant (48h of shading / 24h of normal photoperiod), the highest infection intensity was recorded at the third and the second assessments (97.2% and 96.0%, respectively), while it was significantly lower at the first (68.6%), and the lowest at the fourth (last) assessment (14.0%), when shading was over. Similarly, in experimental plots of the second investigation variant (24h of shading / 24h of normal photoperiod), the highest infection intensity was also recorded at the third and the second assessments (91.0% and 81.6%, respectively), significantly lower at the first (68.6%), and by far the lowest infection intensity (14.0%) was recorded at the fourth (last) assessment. In plots of the third (control) investigation variant (normal photoperiod), the highest infection level was recorded at the second assessment (10.7%), it was lower at the first (5.0%), while the lowest infection levels were recorded at the third and the fourth (last) assessments (0.6% and 0.1%, respectively) (Table 1). The results of Duncan and lsd tests indicate statistically very significant differences between the variants of investigation (Table 1).

The results obtained in the second year of the trial (2009) were similar. The highest average infection intensity was recorded in the first investigation variant (36.1-100%), slightly lower in the second variant (27.2-93.5%), and the lowest in the control plots of the third investigation variant (1.5-16.6%). As it was in the first year of the trial, the highest levels of infection with *P. leucotricha* were recorded at the third assessment of the first and the second investigation variants (100% and 93.5%, respectively), lower at the second (97.1%
and 87.3%, respectively) and the first assessments (75.7% and 45.8%, respectively), and the lowest at the fourth assessment, after shading was over (36.1% and 27.2%, respectively). In the plots of the third (control) investigation variant, infection intensity was the lowest (1.5-16.6%) (Table 2).

In both years of the trial, the obtained results on the influence of light on *P. leucotricha* occurrence and growth in apple nursery trees were very similar. Taking into account that there were not any significant temperature and RH differences between the inside and the outside of the experimental boxes, increased infection intensity recorded in the two investigation variants of shading, in comparison with the control one, could be attributed solely to reduced light. In the plots of these two variants of reduced light (shading), the highest levels of the infection with *P. leucotricha* were recorded at the first three assessments, which were made during the period of shading. In addi-

Table 1
Investigation variants and intensity of infection with pathogen *P. leucotricha* on apple leaves in four different assessments in 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assesment dates in 2008</th>
<th>Average infection intensity levels on apple leaves in different investigation variants, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48h shading + 24h normal photoperiod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 01&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>68.6 a*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>96.0 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 30&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>97.2 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 08&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14.0 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Legend: Sd – standard deviation; a* - Duncan test marks; lsd<sub>0.05</sub> and lsd<sub>0.01</sub> – significance levels of lsd test; gray rows refer to the assessments made during the shading period; the lowest row refers to the assessment made after shading was over*

Table 2
Investigation variants and intensity of infection with pathogen *P. leucotricha* on apple leaves in four different assessments in 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assesment dates in 2009</th>
<th>Average infection intensity levels on apple leaves in different investigation variants, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48h shading + 24h normal photoperiod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 03&lt;sup&gt;cd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>75.7 a*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 13&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>97.1 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>100.0 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 09&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36.1 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Legend: Sd – standard deviation; a* - Duncan test marks; lsd<sub>0.05</sub> and lsd<sub>0.01</sub> – significance levels of lsd test; gray rows refer to the assessments made during the shading period; the last row refers to the assessment made shading was over*
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In the plots of the first variant, with longer shading intervals, the intensity of the infection was much higher. The results also indicate that the infection intensity increases correspondingly with the length of shading period, because it increased rapidly from the first until the third assessment. The results of the fourth assessment (after shading was over) showed significant decrease in the infection intensity after the boxes had been removed from the plots of both shading variants of investigation. It could be explained by the fact that natural sunlight in July, with high level of UV rays and high temperatures, is unfavorable for the development of the disease. The findings of some other authors were also the same (Cimanowski et al., 1975; Aust and Hans-Jürgen, 1986; Edwards, 1993; Willocquet et al., 1996; Zahavi, 2003; Austin, 2010; Austin et al., 2011). Not long ago, similar investigations were carried out in America, on the influence of shading on the occurrence and growth of the grape-vine powdery mildew causal agent Erysiphe necator, and the obtained results were also very similar to the results of this investigation (Austin, 2010; Austin et al., 2011). This confirms the opinion of most researchers who study powdery mildew causal agents, that Erysiphaceae family is a homogeneous entity whose members have very similar common characteristics.

Most plants have defensive mechanisms against powdery mildew causal agents, which can reduce or completely inhibit the infection process. One of defensive mechanisms includes the formation of papillae (callus) at the spot of infection, which was described in detail in articles on the causal agents of powdery mildew in barley (E. graminis sp. hordei) and grape-vine (E. necator) (McKeen and Rimer, 1973; Prat et al., 1984). Papillae are formed during the formation of infection pore, by aggregation of cytoplasmic content (McKeen and Rimer, 1973; Aist, 1976). The formation of papillae directly depends on the intensity of photosynthesis in the cells of a host plant (Weinhold and English, 1964; Aust and Hans-Jürgen, 1986), i.e. reduced intensity of photosynthesis causes reduced papilla formation, and plant defensive mechanism becomes weaker (Weinhold and English, 1964). It is also confirmed that defensive mechanism of apple against P. Leucotricha increases with ageing of its leaves, because of greater presence of papillae (Aust and Hans-Jürgen, 1986; Schlösser, 1990), which have been detected in epidermal cells of older apple leaves. All the mentioned researches could be related to the results of this investigation, because reduced light and photosynthesis under the experimental wooden boxes could also weaken the defensive mechanism of apple nursery trees. To confirm that, further detailed researches into the influence of light on the presence and formation of papillae are needed in laboratory conditions.

Conclusion

It could be concluded from the results of this investigation that reduced light significantly influences the occurrence and growth of P. leucotricha in a way that this apple powdery mildew causal agent grows more intensively in the conditions of shading. Although further researches are needed, this conclusion could probably refer to the other powdery mildew causal agents. On the basis of this, more intensive occurrence of powdery mildew causal agents could be expected in years with a larger number of cloudy days, which could be helpful in the forecast of the disease occurrence. These results also indicate that the occurrence and growth of powdery mildew causal agents could be reduced by undertaking some measures for better exposure of orchards to sunlight, such as the choosing of optimal crown shape and proper direction of rows.
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